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To the cyclotomic number field K generated by the roots of unity of order f we
attach a Galois module which is a hybrid of the Stickelberger ideal and the group
of circular units; this Galois module also admits interpretation as the universal
punctured distribution of conductor f. We embed our Galois module in another
naturally occurring Galois module, and prove that the index is exactly the class
number of K. By avoiding even-odd splittings and the analytic class number for-
mula, we are able to avoid the consideration of [\1]-cohomology groups as well.
Cohomological considerations become necessary only when making comparisons to
the classical index formulas of Kummer, Hasse, Iwasawa, and Sinnott.  1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let h=h+h& be the class number of the cyclotomic field K :=Q(e2?if)
of conductor f, where f >2 and f 2 mod 4, and let & be the number of dis-
tinct prime divisors of f. Sinnott [4] computed the index of the group of
circular units of K in the group of global units of K, expressing the index
as h+ times a power of 2; he also computed the index of the Stickelberger
ideal in the odd part of the group of ring of the Galois group of KQ,
expressing the index as h& times a power of 2. The powers of 2 intervening
in Sinnott’s index formulas depend only on &. (The relevant definitions are
recalled in Sect. 4; Sinnott’s formulas are recalled in Sect. 11.) The analytic
class number formula played a crucial role in Sinnott’s work, as did the
Galois module U introduced by Iwasawa. Sinnott’s results concerning h+
generalized those of Kummer ( f : prime) and Hasse (&=1), while his
results concerning h& generalized those of Iwasawa (&2). An important
technical advance made by Sinnott was his determination of the cohomol-
ogy groups of U with respect to the action of complex conjugation; these
cohomology groups had to be determined in order to compute the factors
of 2 in Sinnott’s index formulas.
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In this paper we attempt to isolate the part of Sinnott’s work that does
not involve the computation of [\1]-cohomology. We obtain an index
interpretation (Theorem 2 of Sect. 3) of the class number h without having
to compute any [\1]-cohomology groups; we avoid the necessity of
computing [\1]-cohomology groups by completely avoiding even-odd
splittings. We also completely avoid the analytic class number formula,
proving a substitute (Theorem 1 of Sect. 3) adapted to our needs in which
nary a Dirichlet character appears. Of course we pay for this simplicity by
not obtaining results about the individual factors h+ and h&; cohomologi-
cal complications are inevitable when one pries apart class numbers and
modules into even and odd components. Our main motivation for under-
taking this investigation was to extract from Sinnott’s work some methods
that could be applied to the study of Goss L-functions. On the latter investi-
gation we will report at another time.
2. NOTATION
v The cardinality of a set X is denoted |X |
v The difference [x # X | x  Y ] of sets X and Y is denoted X"Y.
v The group of invertible elements of a ring R is denoted R_.
v The degree of an extension KF of fields is denoted [K : F].
v By Z, Q, R and C we denote the ring of rational integers, the field
of rational numbers, the field of real numbers and the field of complex
numbers, respectively.
v The symbol g signals the end of a proof, or the omission of a
proof.
3. STATEMENT OF THE CYCLOTOMIC COVOLUME AND
INDEX FORMULAS
Let f be a positive integer. Let K be the extension of Q generated by the
primitive f th root of unity
‘f :=e2?if # C.
Put
e(r) :=1e2?ir # 1K/RK for r #
1
f
Z.
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Note that the vectors e(r) generate the lattice 1O/RK where O is the
ring of integers of K. Put
l(r) := :

n=1
e(nr)
n
# RK for r #
1
f
Z"Z.
Let L be the additive subgroup of RK generated by the vectors l(r)
and let
M :=[x # RK | Exp x # 1K _ and x belongs to the Q-span of L]
where
Exp :=\x [ :

n=0
xn
n!+ : RK  (RK )_
is the exponential mapping associated to the Lie group (RK )_. Put
log O_ :=[x # RK | Exp x # 1O_].
Put
(RK )0 :=
RK
R1
and let
x [ (x)0 : RK  (RK )0
be the quotient map. Given any additive subgroup 1RK, let (1 )0
denote the image of 1 in (RK )0 under the quotient map. Let Z(s) be the
Dedekind zeta-function of K and let ‘(s) be the Riemann zeta-function.
Theorem 1 (The Cyclotomic Covolume Formula). The groups (L)0
and (1O)0 are discrete and cocompact in (RK )0 and one has
lim
s  1
Z(s)
‘(s)
=
+ \(RK )0(L)0 +
+ \(RK )0(1O)0 +
for any (nonzero) Haar measure + on (RK )0 .
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Theorem 2 (The Cyclotomic Index Formula). (i) The group M con-
tains the group L as a subgroup of finite index, and one has
h= }ML }
where h is the class number of O.
(ii) The group M contains the group log O_.
(iii) The natural map
log O_
log O_ & L

M
L
is an isomorphism.
This paper is devoted to the discussion and proof of these theorems. In
Sect. 11 we provide a detailed comparison of Theorem 2 to Sinnott’s index
formulas [4]. It will not be until Sect. 11 that we have to mention [\1]-
cohomology groups.
4. COMPARISON OF L TO THE GROUP OF CIRCULAR UNITS
AND TO THE STICKELBERGER IDEAL
Let P be the subgroup of K _ generated by all numbers of the form
1&‘ for ‘ # C such that ‘ f=1 but ‘{1.
Sinnott [4, p. 119] defines P & O_ to be the group of circular units of the
cyclotomic numberfield K (provided that f >2 and f 2 mod 4).
Let G be the Galois group of KQ. For each a # (Zf Z)_ let _a # G be
the unique element such that ‘_af =‘
a
f . Note that
_&1=the restriction to K of complex conjugation.
For any ring A, let A[G] be the corresponding group ring of G with coef-
ficients in A.
Let SQ[G](1&_&1) be the additive subgroup generated by all
elements of the form
:
a # (Zf Z)_
(12&(ar) ) _&1a for r #
1
f
Z"Z
where the fractional part of a real number x (the unique real number x$
such that 0x$<1 and x#x$ mod Z) is denoted (x). Sinnott [4, p. 116]
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calls S & Z[G] the odd part of the Stickelberger ideal of the cyclotomic
numberfield K (provided that f >2 and f 2 mod 4). As for the Stick-
elberger ideal itself, Sinnott [4, p. 116] defines it to be S$ & Z[G] where S$
is the additive subgroup of Q[G] generated by all elements of the form
:
a # (Zf Z)_
(&ar) _&1a for r #
1
f
Z"Z
(provided that f >2 and f 2 mod 4). As for the terminology odd part this
is explained by the remark [4, p. 119] to the effect that S & Z[G] coin-
cides with the subgroup of S$ & Z[G] consisting of those s such that
_&1 s=&s (provided that f >2 and f 2 mod 4). The group S$ will not be
employed in this paper.
For each a # (Zf Z)_ let
x [ x |a : RK  C
be the unique R-linear ring homomorphism such that
e(r) |a=e2?iar for r #
1
f
Z.
Note that
x1_a |b=x |ab
for all a, b # (Zf Z)_) and x # RK. In particular one has
x |b=x |&b
for all b # (Zf Z)_ and x # RK.
Note that the image of the mapping
x [ (a [ x | a) : RK  [, : (Zf Z)_  C)] (1)
is
[, : (Zf Z)_  C | ,(&a)=,(a) for all a # (Zf Z)_]
and that the kernel is null. Note also that under the map (1) the set
[, : (Zf Z)_  K | ,(ab)=,(a)_b for all a, b # (Zf Z)_]
is the precisely the image of 1K.
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In the notation just introduced we have
l(r) |a= :

n=1
e2?iarn
n
for r #
1
f
Z"Z and a # (Zf Z)_
and
(Exp x) |a=exp(x |a) for x # RK and a # (Zf Z)_.
It follows that Exp is G-equivariant, that
W :=ker(Exp: RK  (RK )_)
is G-stable, and moreover that
Exp(&l(r))=e(0)&e(r) # 1K _ for r #
1
f
Z"Z. (2)
Consequently one has LM. Further one has
l(r)1_a=l(ar) for a # Z prime to f and r #
1
f
Z"Z.
It follows that L and M are G-stable subgroups of RK.
Let - P be the group of u # K _ such that un # P for some positive
integer n. We have at our disposal exact sequences
0 w L & W w L wwwwx [ exp(x |1) P w 1 (3)
and
0 w M & W w M wwwwx [ exp(x |1) - P w 1. (4)
Combining (3) and (4) we get the exact sequence
0 
M & W
L & W

M
L

- P
P
 0. (5)
Note that the existence of this last exact sequence already proves that
ML is finite: the group on the left is clearly finitely generated, and is
torsion by definition; the group on the right is finitely generated because
the elements of - P belong to the finitely generated group of elements of
K _ with divisors supported on the primes dividing f, and is torsion by
definition. Note, however, that at this stage we have not established the
relationship of M with log O_, and indeed, we have not yet got enough
information to compute the ranks of the groups M and L.
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Consider the mapping
x [ :
a(Zf Z)_
(x |a) _&1a : RK  C[G] (6)
The image of this mapping is precisely
{ :_ # G c__ # C[G] | _&1 :_ # G c__= :_ # G c_ _= .
and the kernel is null. We have at our disposal an isomorphism
W[2?i Z[G](1&_&1)
induced by mapping (6). Let L& be the subgroup of L generated by all
vectors of the form
l(r)&l(&r) for r #
1
f
Z"Z.
We have
(l(r)&l(&r)) |a=2?i(12&(ar) ) for a # Z
prime to f and r #
1
f
Z"Z (7)
and hence we have at our disposal an isomorphism
L&[2?iS
induced by mapping (6). We arrive finally at an isomorphism
W
L& & W
[
2?i Z[G](1&_&1)
2?i(S & Z[G])
(8)
induced by mapping (6).
5. GENERATORS FOR O AND L
Every rational number r has a unique partial fraction decomposition
r=r0+:
p
:
&
rp, &
p&
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where p ranges over the primes numbers, & ranges over the positive
integers, each coefficients rp, & is an integer such that 0rp, &<p, the
coefficient r0 is an integer, and the coefficients rp, & are with finitely many
exceptions equal to zero. For each nonnegative integer n we define Rn to
be the set of all r # Q such that r0=0 and rp, 1=p&1 for at most n prime
numbers p. The sets Rn form an ascending chain
R0/R1/ } } }
the union of which is a set of representatives in Q for the quotient QZ.
Note that 0 # R0 .
Proposition 1. The elements of RK of the form
e(r) for r # R0 &
1
f
Z
generate the subgroup 1O/RK and form an R-basis of RK.
Proof. The function e : (1f ) Z  RK factors through (1f ) ZZ, and
the image of e generates the subgroup 1O. To show that the vectors in
question generate the group 1O it is enough to show that, fixing a
positive integer n arbitrarily, each vector of the form
e(r) for r # Rn &
1
f
Z
is a Z-linear combination of vectors of the form
e(r$) for r$ # Rn&1 &
1
f
Z.
But this is clearly the case in view of the relations
:
p&1
&=0
e \r&&p+=0 for primes p dividing f and r #
1
f
Z. (9)
Since the vectors in question generate 1O they certainly span RK over
R. Since
[K : Q]=|(Zf Z)_|= }R0 & 1f Z } ,
the R-linear independence of the vectors in question is automatic. K
Put R0* :=R0"[0].
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Proposition 2. The vectors
(l(r))0 for r # R0* &
1
f
Z
generate (L)0 as an abelian group.
Proof. The function l : (1f ) Z"Z  RK periodic with period 1 and
satisfies
:
p&1
&=0
l \r&&p+=l( pr) for r #
1
f
Z>1p Z= for primes p dividing f. (10)& :p&1
&=1
l \&p+=(log p)1
The proofs of these formulas are easy and we omit them. It follows that the
function * : (1f ) Z  (RK)0 defined by the rule
*(r) :={(l(r))0 if r #
1
f
Z"Z
0 if r # Z
satisfies
*( pr)= :
p&1
&=0
* \r&&p+ for primes p dividing f and r #
1
f
Z (11)
and factors through (1f ) ZZ. (Hence * is ordinary distribution [3, p. 53]).
Now fix a positive integer n. It will be enough express each vector of the
form
*(r) for r # Rn &
1
f
Z
as a Z-linear combination of vectors of the form
*(r$) for r$ # \Rn&1 & 1f Z+_ \Rn & \.p
p
f
Z++
where p ranges over the primes divisors of f. Given the distribution rela-
tions (11) it is clear how to do this. (The argument employed here is essen-
tially the same as that used to prove Kubert’s theorem [3, Thm. 9.1, p. 58]
to the effect that the universal ordinary distribution is free, albeit our ver-
sion of the argument is somewhat simpler.) K
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6. PROOF OF THE CYCLOTOMIC COVOLUME FORMULA
For each squarefree positive integer g and real number s>1, let L(s)g be
the unique R-linear endomorphism of RK such that
L(s)g (e(r))= :
n | g
e(nr)
ns
for r # R0 &
1
f
Z
where the summation is extended over the positive integers n all primes
factors of which divide g. Let G be the Galois group of KQ, for each prime
number p let Gp be the inertia subgroup at p, and let _p # GGp be the
arithmetic Frobenius element at p.
Proposition 3. For all squarefree positive integers g and s>1 one has
det L (s)g =`
p | g
det(1&p&s_p | RK Gp)&1 (12)
where the product on the right is extended over all primes p dividing g.
Proof. To lighten notation we write Lg instead of L (s)g during the course
of this proof. We proceed by induction on g. If g=1 then Lg reduces to the
identity map and the proposition holds. Assume now that g>1 and let p
be a prime dividing g. By induction det Lgp{0 and in particular there
exists a unique R-linear endomorphism E of RK such that
(1+E ) b Lgp=Lg .
Concerning the endomorphism E we make the following claims:
v E stabilizes RK Gp
v E acts nilpotently on the quotient (RK )(RK Gp).
v The R-linear endomorphism (1&p&s _p)&1 of RK Gp coincides
with the restriction of 1+E to RK Gp.
Let f $ be any positive integer dividing f. Then the vectors of the form
Lgp(e(r)) # RQ(e2?if $) for r # R0 &
1
f $
Z (13)
are R-linearly independent by induction and, because
}R0 & 1f $ Z }=[Q(e2?if $) : Q],
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form an R-basis of RQ(e2?if $). The formula
E(Lgp(e(r)))= :

i=1 \ :n | ( gp)
e( pinr)
pisns + # RQ(e2?ipr)
for r # R0 &
1
f
Z
now provides the means to check the claims by a computation with the bases
(13); we omit further details. Thus the claims are proved. Consequently
det(1+E )=det(1&p&s_p | RK Gp)&1
and hence (12) holds by induction. (In essence the argument employed here
is the same as that by which Sinnott proved [4, Eqn. 6.2, 131].) K
Let L be the unique R-linear endomorphism of (RK)0 such that
L((e(r))0)=(l(r))0 for r # R0* &
1
f
Z.
By Propositions 1 and 2, the image of (1O)0 under L is (L)0 . To prove
the cyclotomic covolume formula it will therefore suffice to prove that
det L=lim
s  1
Z(s)
‘(s)
. (14)
For each real number s>1, let L(s) be the unique R-linear endomorphism
of RK such that
L(s)(e(r))= :

n=1
e(nr)
ns
for r # R0 &
1
f
Z.
Taking the limit on both sides of (12) over squarefree positive integers g we
obtain
det L(s)=Z(s).
Since R1 is L(s)-stable with corresponding eigenvalue ‘(s), we have
det(L(s) | (RK )0)=
Z(s)
‘(s)
.
Now L is the limit as s  1 of the R-linear endomorphism of (RK )0
induced by L(s), whence (14) follows. The proof of the cyclotomic covolume
formula is complete. K
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7. A REMARK CONCERNING THE DISCRIMINANT
Let X ( f ) be the square matrix with rows and columns indexed by
R0 & (1f ) Z with entries given by the rule
X ( f )rs := :
a # (Zf Z)_
e2?ia(r&s)=+( g)
|(Zf Z)_|
|(ZgZ)_|
for r, s # R0 &
1
f
Z
where + is the Mo bius function and g is the cardinality of the subgroup of
(1f ) ZZ generated by r&s. By Proposition 1 the discriminant DKQ of the
number field K takes the form
DKQ=det X
( f ).
Now the matrix X ( f ) has so much structure that it is possible to compute
the determinant in a very formal and elementary way. We quickly run
through the calculation because it is easy and because the idea behind it
probably has other uses.
For each prime number p one has
X ( p)ip, jp={p&1&1
if i= j
if i{ j
for 0i, j< p&1
and hence
det X ( p)= p p&2.
For each prime number p and positive integer n one has
X ( pn)rs ={
0 if r&s #
1
pn
Z>1p Z
pn&1(&1) if r&s #
1
p
Z"Z for r, s # R0 &
1
pn
Z
pn&1( p&1) if r&s # Z (i.e. r=s)
and hence
det X ( pn)=\(det pn&1X ( p)) pn&1=\p(n&(1p&1))( p&1) pn&1.
Finally, suppose that one can write f =gh where g and h are relatively
prime positive integers. Then
X ( f )t+v, u+w=X
( g)
tu X
(h)
vw for t, u # R0 &
1
g
Z and v, w # R0 &
1
h
Z
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and hence
det X ( f )=\(det X ( g)) |R0 & (1h) Z(det X (h)) |R0 & (1g) Z|.
Putting these facts together we get
log |det X ( f )|=|(Zf Z)_| \log f & :p | f
log p
p&1+ ,
whence we recover the usual formula for the discriminant DKQ , up to a
sign.
8. DEDEKIND’S RESIDUE FORMULA
Let
N : RK  R0
be the absolute value of the determinant over R of the regular representa-
tion of RK. The key property of the function N is that for any Haar
measure + on RK, +-integrable function , on RK and a # (RK )_
one has
|
RK
,(xa) d+(x)=(Na) |
RK
,(x) d+(x).
Given an ideal aO we write Na for the cardinality of the quotient Oa.
The two uses of the symbol N are consistent in the sense that if a is a prin-
cipal ideal, say a=xO, then Na=N(1x). Put
(RK )_1 :=[x # (RK )
_ | Nx1].
Theorem 3 (Dedekind’s Residue Formula in ‘‘Raw Form’’). One has
+ \RK1O + } Ress=1 Z(s)
=h } Ress=1 |
(RK )_1 (1O)
_
(Nx)&s d+(x) (15)
for any (nonzero) Haar measure + on RK. (Here one may take K to be
any number field, Z(s) to be the Dedekind zeta-function of K, and h to be the
class number of the ring of integers of K.)
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Proof. Since this is well known we merely indicate where formula (15)
first emerges in the course of the classical lattice-point-counting proof of
Dedekind’s residue formula. One fixes an integral O-ideal a and considers
the partial zeta function
Za(s) := :
bta
1
(Nb)s
,
where the summation is extended over all integral O-ideals b in the ideal
class of a. One rewrites the sum in the form
Za(s)= :
x # (a&1"[0])O_
(N(xa))&s.
One shows that the residue at s=1 for the sum coincides with that for the
analogous integral with respect to Haar measure normalized so as to give
1a&1 unit covolume in KR. That integral takes the form
(Na)&s } + \ RK1a&1+
&1
} |
(RK )_1 (1O)
_
(Nx)&s d+(x)
and its residue at s=1 does not depend on a. K
An exponential change of variables in the integral on the right side of
(15) yields the following version of Dedekind’s residue formula tailored to
our purposes.
Proposition 4. One has
lim
s  1
Z(s)
‘(s)
=
h
[K : Q]
+ \ (RK )0(log O_)0+
+ \(RK )0(1O)0 +
(16)
where + is any (nonzero) Haar measure on (RK )0 .
Proof. We normalize Haar measure & on RK by the rule
|
RK
,(x) d&(x)=|
(RK)0 \|

&
,(x+t1) dt+ d+(x)
where , is any Haar-integrable function on RK. Since the proposition
holds trivially for f 2, we may assume that f >2, in which case the ring
RK is a product of copies of C and the exponential map
Exp: RK  (RK )_ is surjective. Now the Jacobian derivative of Exp
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at the origin is 1, and hence by the uniqueness up to scalar multiple of
Haar measure on (RK )_ we have
|
(RK)W
,(Exp x) d&(x)=|
(RK )_
,(x)
d&(x)
Nx
for any Haar-integrable function , on (RK )_. We have
& \RK1O +=+ \
(RK )0
(1O)0 + (17)
because (1O) & (R1)=Z. We have
|
(RK)log O_
,(x) d&(x)=|
(RK )0 (log O_)0 \|

&
,(x+t1) dt+ d+(x)
for any Haar-integrable function , on the quotient (RK )(log O_)
because log O_ & R1=0.
Let T : RK  R be the trace over R of the regular representation of
RK. Note that
exp b T=N b Exp, T(x1)=[K : Q] x.
Let H : R  [0, 1] be the characteristic function of the positive real axis.
We calculate as follows.
|
(RK )_1 (1O)
_
(Nx)&s d&(x)
=|
(RK)log O_
H(T(x)) e (1&s) T(x) d&(x)
=|
(RK )0(log O_)0 \|

&
H(T(x+t1)) e (1&s) T(x+t1) dt+ d+(x)
=\|

0
e (1&s)[K : Q] t dt+\|(RK )0 (log O_)0 d+(x)+
Combining this last with (15) and (17) we arrive at the desired formula. K
9. PROOF OF THE CYCLOTOMIC INDEX FORMULA
Theorem 2 is trivial for f 2 and so we assume that f >2 below.
The following two propositions prove part (ii) of Theorem 2.
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Proposition 5.
WM.
Proof. By Theorem 1 it follows that R (L)0 is isomorphic as an
R[G]-module to (RK )0 . In particular the rank of L& equals rank of the
R-linear endomorphism x [ (1 (1&_&1)) x of (RK )0 , hence equals
the number of complex places of K, and hence equals the rank of W. Now
formula (7) implies that L& (L& & W) is a torsion group. Therefore the
Q-span of L& contains W. K
Proposition 6.
O_- P.
Proof. Let 8 be the group of G-invariant fractional O-ideals supported
on the primes dividing f. For each nontrivial f th rooth of unity ‘ the
corresponding principal ideal (1&‘) O belongs to 8. The ideals of the form
- pO(:=the radical of pO) for primes p dividing f
form a basis for the free abelian group 8, and for each prime p dividing f
one-has (1&‘q) O=- pO where q is the largest power of dividing f. There-
fore we have an exact sequence
1  P & O_  P  8  1 (18)
at our disposal.
Let P1 be the subgroup of Q
_ generated by the primes p dividing f. Let
Q_>0 be the group of positive rational numbers under multiplication. We
claim that
P & Q_>0=P1 . (19)
The inclusion  follows from the fact that the divisors of the elements of
P are supported on the primes of O dividing f. The inclusion $ follows
from the fact that p=> p&1i=1 (1&‘
i
p) # P for each prime p dividing f. The
claim is proved.
Let log P1 be the additive subgroup of RK generated by elements of
the form (log p)1 with p a prime number dividing f. We claim that
L & (R1)=log P1 . (20)
The inclusion $ is a consequence of (10), and the inclusion  is a conse-
quence of (19) combined with the existence of the exact sequence (3). The
claim is proved.
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We have
rank P=rank L&rank L & W
=rank L&rank W
=rank P1+rank(L)0&rank W
=rank P1+[K : Q]&1&rank W
=rank P1+rank O
_
where for any abelian group A we denote the rank thereof by rank A. The
equalities are justified by exact sequence (3), Proposition 5, equation (20),
Theorem 1, and the Dirichlet unit theorem, respectively. Since 8 and P1 are
of the same rank, the existence of exact sequence (18) implies that P & O_
and O_ are of the same rank and hence that O_(P & O_) is torsion. K
Thus part (ii) of Theorem 2 is proved.
To prove part (iii) of Theorem 2, note that by Proposition 5, exact
sequence (5) can be rewritten
0 
W
L & W

M
L

- P
P
 1. (21)
Now Exp is surjective (since we are assuming f >2) and have an exact
sequence
0  W  log O_  O_  1.
Therefore we also have
0 
W
L & W

log O_
L & log O_

O_
P & O_
 1. (22)
Exact sequence (18) together with Proposition 6 gives rise to an exact
sequence
1  O_  - P  8  1
which together with (18) shows that the natural map
O_
O_ & P

- P
P
is an isomorphism. Part (iii) of Theorem 2 now follows by the 5-lemma.
The finiteness of the index |ML| was established above in Sect. 4; it
remains only to compute this index.
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Proposition 7. The natural map
M
L

(M)0
(L)0
is an isomorphism.
Proof. In view of equation (20) it will be enough to prove
M & (R1)=log P1 . (23)
In view of the existence of the exact sequence (4) it will be enough to prove
- P & Q_>0=P1 . (24)
In view of (19) and the definitions, the latter is clear. K
Proposition 8.
} (M)0(log O_)0 }=[K : Q].
Proof. We have
log O_ & log P1=0.
By (23) we have at our disposal an exact sequence
0  log P1  M  (M)0  0.
The preceding ingredients can assembled into an exact sequence
0  (log O_)0  (M)0 
8
81
 0
where 81 is the image of P1 in 8 under the natural map. Finally, we have
} 881 }=[K : Q] (25)
because G is the product of its inertia subgroups. K
Let + be any (nonzero) Haar measure on (RK )0 . On the one hand we
have
}ML } } + \
(RK )0
(M)0 +=+ \
(RK )0
(L)0 +=+ \
(RK )0
(1O)0 + } lims  1
Z(s)
‘(s)
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by Proposition 7 and Theorem 1. On the other hand we have
h } + \(RK )0(M)0 +=
h
[K : Q]
} + \ (RK )0(log O_)0+=+ \
(RK )0
(1O)0 + } lims  1
Z(s)
‘(s)
by Proposition 8 and Proposition 4. Since Ress=1 Z(s){0, part(i) of
Theorem 2 is proved. The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. K
10. A REMARK CONCERNING DISTRIBUTIONS
A description of L in terms of generators and relations can be given as
corollary to the proofs of the cyclotomic covolume and index formulas. Let
, : (1f ) Z"Z  A be a function taking values in an abelian group such that
,(x+1)=,(x) for all x #
1
f
Z"Z
and
:
p
&=1
, \x&&p+=,( px) for all primes p dividing f and x #
1
f
Z>1p Z.
We call such a function a punctured distribution; in contrast, a function
 : (1f ) Z  A such that
(x+1)=(x) for all x #
1
f
Z"Z
and
:
p
&=1
 \x&&p+=( px) for all primes p dividing f and x #
1
f
Z
is called an ordinary distribution (cf. [3, p. 53]).
We say that a (punctured) distribution u : (1f ) Z"Z  U is universal if
for all (punctured) distributions , there exists a unique homomorphism
,> : U  A such that ,=,> b u.
Proposition 9. The function l : (1f ) Z"Z  L is a universal punctured
distribution.
Proof. That l is a punctured distribution is clear. Let u : (1f ) Z"Z  U
be a univeral punctured distribution; the existence of such is clear. By
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following the proof of Proposition 2 one can show that the elements of U
of the form
u(r) for 0{r # R0 &
1
f
Z
and
:
p&1
&=1
u \ &p+ for primes p dividing f
generate U; let BU be the set of these group elements. Then l >(B)
generates L. Now the rank of L by (20) equals & plus the rank of (L)0 ,
where & is the number of distinct prime divisors of f, and the rank of (L)0
is |(Zf Z)_|&1 by Theorem 1. Hence the cardinality of B does not exceed
the rank of L, and therefore l > is an isomorphism. K
In the same spirit one can give a description of O in terms of generators
and relations. Let us call a function , : (1f ) Z  A with values in an
abelian group A a predistribution if
,(x+1)=,(x) for all x #
1
f
Z
and
:
p
&=1
, \x&&p+=0 for all primes p dividing f and x #
1
f
Z.
Just as for punctured distributions one can define the notion of universal
predistribution, and with very little effort one can verify that e : (1f ) Z  O
is a universal predistribution.
Now the universal ordinary distribution is canonically isomorphic to the
module U introduced by Iwasawa and exploited by Sinnott. (See Kubert
[1, Prop. 46].) Naturally, in any investigation of index questions, some
module similar to U has to have an important role. In this paper that role
has been played by the module L of distinguished logarithms of circular
units.
11. RECONCILIATION WITH SINNOTT’S INDEX FORMULAS
We assume now, and until the end of the paper, that
f >2 and f 2 mod 4
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for the sake of compatibility with Sinnott’s paper [4]. Let
& :=the number of distinct prime factors of f.
Put
a :={02&&2&1
if &=1
if &>1
b :={02&&2+1&&
if &=1
if &>1
and write
h+ :=the class number of O & R, h& :=hh+.
We recall the ‘‘minus-part’’ of Sinnott’s main theorem [4, p. 107] combined
with [4, Lemma 3.1, p. 116] and [4, Remark, p. 117].
Theorem 4 (Sinnott).
}Z[G](1&_&1)Z[G] & S }=2ah&.
We recall the ‘‘plus-part’’ of Sinnott’s main theorem [4, p. 107], com-
bined with [4, Eqn. (4.1), p. 119].
Theorem 5 (Sinnott).
} O
_
P & O_ }=2bh+.
The following result provides the bridge to Theorem 2. Let G be the
subgroup of G generated by complex conjugation.
Proposition 10.
} log O
_
L & log O_ } } |H 1(G , L)|= }
Z[G](1&_&1)
Z[G] & S } } }
O_
P & O_ } .
Proof. Combining the canonical isomorphism (8) with the exact
sequence (22) we get
} log O
_
L & log O_ } } }
L & W
L& & W }= }
Z[G](1&_&1)
Z[G] & S } } }
O_
P & O_ } .
Let L& be the set of x # L such that
(1_&1) x=&x.
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Note that
H 1(G , L)=
L&
L&
.
Taking the reductions just made into account, we are left with the task of
proving that
L & W
L& & W
=
L&
L&
. (26)
Let W be the group of roots of unity of K. In view of formula (7) an exact
sequence
0  L& & W  L&  W  1
is induced by the exact sequence (3). Since the quotient L&L& is killed
by 2, and every element of W is odd with respect to complex conjugation,
we get an exact sequence
0  L & W  L&  W  1.
Equation (26) follows. K
Evidently we must have
|H 1(G , L)|=2a+b=22
&&1&&. (27)
in order that the cyclotomic index formula and the index formulas of
Sinnott be consistent. Because L admits interpretation as the universal
punctured distribution it ought to be possible to give a direct proof of (27)
by Kubert-type methods [2]; we hope to be able report on this at a later
time.
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